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THE CLIENT
The client is one of India's leading ﬁnancial
brokers and part of diversiﬁed ﬁnancial services
company with an asset base of ₹59,400 crores (as
on March 2020). The company manages portfolios
for individuals, corporations,
and institutions.
The client's primary offerings are share broking
and wealt management. The brand engages and
empowers its customers with knowledge that
helps them make prudent investment decisions
and gain from market
opportunities.

THE GOAL
The client's focus for 2020-21 was to evolve its
positioning from a "broking services provider" to a
"wealth management expert" by creating unbiased
and compelling content.
It was agreed that the path to success largely
included offering honest, timely, and expert
opinions on emerging trends. It translated into
content around investment ideas and strategies
based on insights and market data.
Since most of their target audience comprises a
matured audience, the ask was to deepen the
content coverage with evergreen and technical
topics like technical analysis, charts, trading
mindsets, biases, etc.

THE CONTENT MARKETING WISHLIST

Expert and unbiased content
Focus on “Wealth Management”
Build Thought Leadership
Content ideas based on data
Opinions on topical ideas
SEO-focused content
Building a content writing style guide
Content support for digital initiatives

The task also involved updating the existing web
content and articles based on keyword
recommendations and evolving product features
and capabilities.

THE COMPLEXITIES
1. COMPETITOR ANALYSIS
Creating content for BFSI is challenging. However,
there is always room for innovative formats and
topical campaigns. Our ﬁrst task was to identify
the gaps and the opportunities in the current
content landscape. We also needed to carry out a
qualitative and performance audit for the brand's
existing content assets and initiatives.
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2. COVERING TRENDS
The banking and wealth management category is
highly sensitive to environmental and economic
developments. Hence, a solid content plan
warrants the team to track the space and stay on
top of emerging stories.

3. STRENGTHEN SEO
The client's website had a section carrying close
to 200 articles and posts across products, buyer
journey, and campaigns. Our job was to revamp
these blogs for upping their search engine
performance and gaining backlinks. This meant
revising them for updating data points like fund
performance, improving keyword density, and
adding hyperlinks.

4. TONE AND DEPTH
The new positioning required the brand to appeal
to a more matured audience, build engagement,
and win their trust. This required us to undertake
a comprehensive audit of all the existing content
pieces to recommend enhancements and
additions.

5. CONTENT STYLE GUIDE
The client works with various agencies (web,
digital, branding, PR, etc.) who collaborate across
formats and campaigns.

OUR SOLUTIONS
1. A CONTENT CALENDAR
The ﬁrst task was to map the competitive
landscape to study the content-led initiatives by
similar companies. A team of content analysts at
LexiConn used digital platforms, proprietary
formats, and data analysis to draw out the points
of parity and the points of differentiation for our
client.
Using various inputs, technical feasibility, and data
points, we developed a dynamic content calendar.
It covered recommendations for the core themes
to be covered in any month, the potential content
topics and the talking points, the product plugins,
and recommendations for the content format.

*Relevance is a score arrived at by using an advanced relevance
algorithm based on keyword frequency, how the word is used in
a sentence, and how long the word is. This is a better metric as
compared to frequency alone, which is inﬂuenced by stop words.
Besides just because a word is used more frequently, should not
mean it is more relevant.
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2. CONTENT PLATFORMS
Based on the market insights and the client's
digital marketing team's inputs, we developed
content for over 300 SEO articles, thought
leadership content for LinkedIn, web content
for product pages, questions and answers for
Quora, concept notes, talking points for
webinars, and more.

4. DEVELOPED A CONTENT
STYLE GUIDE
LexiConn used proprietary formats and a deeprooted understanding of the content writing
process to develop a standard and comprehensive
style guide. This document covered conventions,
language preferences, readability metrics, tone of
voice, punctuation, formatting, referencing, and
general dos and don'ts.

INITIATIVES AND
CAMPAIGNS
CONTENT AUDIT

Top 50 keywords - Font size represents Relevance*
*Relevance is a score arrived at by using an advanced relevance algorithm
based on keyword frequency, how the word is used in a sentence, and how
long the word is. This is a better metric as compared to frequency alone,
which is inﬂuenced by stop words. Besides just because a word is used
more frequently, should not mean it is more relevant.

With a keen eye on relevant trends (in 2020), we
created content for themes like ﬁscal budget,
COVID-19, gold rally, volatility in the market,
vaccine development, US elections, and many more.
Our thought leadership pieces were posted on
portals like Money Control and ET, among others.

3. QUORA FOR BACKLINKS
We worked closely with the product team to list
down the FAQs around their trading platforms and
investment strategies. These insights were
transformed into questions and answers for
Quora, and SEO article URLs were strategically
posted as part of the answers to generate
backlinks.

We audited the brand's content across assets like
the website, social media posts, direct
communication templates, and e-mailers, and
benchmarked them against the content style
guide. We identiﬁed gaps and recommended areas
for improvement.
In addition to the tone and language, the content
audit also uncovered SEO-related opportunities.
These were plugged by rewriting-writing existing
blogs with newer keywords, and by adding more
blogs to cover essential topics.

WEBINAR
2020 could indeed be the watershed year for
webinars. It soon became important for digital
marketers to be able to overcome the webinar
fatigue and break the clutter. We helped our client
put together one of the most successful webinars
featuring a celebrated Olympic athlete and an
internal personal ﬁnance expert.
Our team was involved throughout the process from brainstorming webinar ideas to writing
multiple concept notes and planning the ﬂow of
the questions, to researching and scriptwriting for
recommending talking points for the participants.
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BENEFITS AND ONGOING ENGAGEMENT
With LexiConn as its content partner, the client has been able to cement its space in the intensely
competitive wealth management segment.
Our real-time industry inputs, content recommendations, and a well-deﬁned content calendar helped them
stay ahead and publish seamlessly.
We achieved excellent ratings and accolades for our work at the year-end review, and the client
appreciated our proactive, ownership-driven approach and acknowledged the value we added to the team!

“Our team has had a great working relationahip whit Lexiconn. There is transparency in

communication and timely delivery of all the collaterals. The team, is always prompt and
great initiative taker for all requirements posed to them.

”

(Marketing Manager, Edelweiss)

LexiConn is a leading content agency headquartered in Mumbai, India.
we have worked with 900+ clients across the globe to deliver 6000+ projects. We work
closely with some of the biggest MNCs in India to partner with them for their digital content requirements.
Our services include content for Web Content, Blogs, Thought Leadership Articles, White Papers, Case
Studies, and more. We also work with authors and publishing houses to bring content ideas to life.

Write to us at hello@lexiconn.in or visit us on www.lexiconn.in to know more.

